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1. Introduction
1.1. Report's Role in the Context of Project Goals
This report summarizes the social media content analysis focusing on online

hate speech (OHS) in the Czech Republic. The overall research goal follows from

the main project objectives, namely to research, analyze, classify and compare
levels and trends in online hate speech against migrants in the media and

especially social media in the project countries. This report thus complements a

report that provides an overview of the national normative frameworks developed to

identify, limit and counter hate speech online, the mechanisms for monitoring and

reporting hate speech instances, and legal and non-legal measures to counter hate
speech in the Czech Republic.

These analyses were written as part of the Coalition of Positive Messengers to
Counter Online Hate Speech project, which is implemented by a consortium of 8

organizations from 7 countries: Sofia Development Association (Bulgaria) – lead

partner, Libera Università di Lingue e Comunicazione - IULM (Italy), the Languages
Company (United Kingdom), Center for Peace (Croatia), People in Need (Czech

Republic), Asociația Divers (Romania), Associazione FORMA.Azione (Italy), and
Municipality of Agii Anargiri-Kamatero (Greece).

This project tackles the issue of hate speech - online hate speech in particular,

targeted against migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in the 7 EU countries. It

addresses the need for more effective civil society response to online hate speech
through sharing and disseminating best practices. The main project objective is to
strengthen the response of civil society at the national and EU level to online hate

speech through active engagement of local communities in creating and sharing
powerful counter-narratives against xenophobic discourse. The project focuses on 1)

building multi-stakeholder coalitions for developing counter-narratives to denounce
hate speech and negative representations of migrants and refugees, and 2)

disseminating the positive messages through media literacy and a public awareness
campaign.
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The project also aims:
•

to compile and share best practices for countering the spread of online hate

speech against migrants, refugees and minorities through awareness-raising
•

campaigns;

to provide new data on the nature, scope and impact of online hate speech

targeting migrants and refugees, in order to aid national and EU authorities to
•

develop more effective integration and anti-discrimination policies;

•

most vulnerable to hate speech and mainstream society in Europe;

to foster shared understanding and communication between the communities
to educate and train the target groups about hate speech, media literacy,
creation and dissemination of web content.

1.2. Research Justification
A number of studies on online media hate speech have been done in individual

countries and across the EU, yet less attention has been devoted to the online hate
speech “co-produced” by media and individual users: the forums with readers'
comments supported by the online platforms of media outlets, the social media

content (with comments) of main media outlets. The increase of social media online

hate speech instances against migrant and refugees in the last two-three years does

not necessarily go hand in hand with increase in self-regulation, legislative and law
enforcement efforts.

Specifically, the media content analysis complements the 1.1 deliverable: Mapping out

the national context with assessment of the prevention and responses to hate speech
incidents in each country. It aims to deepen understanding of the links between
occurrences like planned political events such as elections, terrorist attacks at home
and abroad, waves of refugees and certain local reactions and the levels of online

hate speech. It also tries to study a sample of different popular media outlets and the

environment they create for eventual online hate speech. This study and data
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collection has significant policy relevance for national and EU decision-makers

regarding the implementation of anti-discrimination legislation and countering

online hate speech initiatives. National research findings will be followed by
recommendations in the comparative report targeted at the relevant stakeholders.

1.3. Defining Hate Speech
It is beyond the scope of this report to engage in theoretical debates on the definition
of the term “hate speech” or debates regarding the the tension between freedom of

expression and hate speech – including the controversy and potentially negative

consequences of restricting hate speech and competing concepts, such as “dangerous
speech”. 1 Given the lack of a common international definition of hate speech, the

project partners have for the purpose of this study, agreed to use the definition
proposed by the Council of Europe:

The term “hate speech” shall be understood as covering all forms of

expression which spread, incite, promote or justify racial hatred, xenophobia,
anti‐Semitism or other forms of hatred based on intolerance, including:
intolerance expressed by aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism,

discrimination and hostility against minorities, migrants and people of
immigrant origin. 2

The research will also take into account article 2.1 of the Additional Protocol to the
Convention on Cybercrime 3, which states that “racist and xenophobic material”
means any written material, any image or any other representation of ideas or

theories, which advocates, promotes or incites hatred, discrimination or violence,

against any individual or group of individuals, based on race, color, descent or
1 „Understanding Dangerous Speech: FAQ".
2 Appendix to RECOMMENDATION No. R (97) 20 of the Committee of Ministers on “Hate Speech." Adopted by the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 30 October 1997 at the 607th meeting of the Ministers'
Deputies
3 Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime, concerning the criminalisation of acts of a racist and
xenophobic nature committed through computer systems (Strasbourg, 28.I.2003).
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national or ethnic origin, as well as religion if used as a pretext for any of these

factors. Partners will also use as guidelines the definition of cyber hate and the forms

and mechanisms used by those who spread or promote hate online proposed by the

Anti‐Defamation League (ADL) “ADL defines Cyber hate as any use of electronic

communications technology to spread anti‐Semitic, racist, bigoted, extremist or
terrorist messages or information. These electronic communications technologies
include the Internet (i.e., Web‐sites, social networking sites, “Web 2.0” user‐

generated content, dating sites, blogs, on‐line games, instant messages, and E‐mail) as
well as other computer‐ and cell phone‐based information technologies (such as text
messages and mobile phones).” 4

2. Research Methodology
2.1. Hypotheses
First, the analysis aims to verify the following research hypotheses:

1. OHS reaches its peaks immediately before a planned political event involving
refugees and migrants, or immediately after a non-planned event involving

refugees and migrants (the second option was chosen in the case of the Czech
Republic).

2. OHS has been on the rise with higher intensity in 2017 vs. 2016, despite more
policy measures to counter it.

Second, the analysis is conducted to bring more insight into:

3. comparison between Facebook and Twitter in respect to OHS in participating
countries.

4 From Responding to Cyberhate, Toolkit for Action (ADL), http://www.adl.org/internet/Binder_final.pdf
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2.2. Methodology of Data Gathering
In order to test these hypotheses, automated data search algorithm will be used for

monitoring the selected social media content (posts and comments over a specified
period of time) of three selected media outlets (taking advantage of primarily the
analytical tools of wordcloud, n-grams, and cluster dendogram), supported by a more
more traditional, qualitative media content analysis.

First, to test the first research hypothesis (that online hate speech peaks

immediately after a non-planned event involving refugees and migrants), both

automated data search and media content monitoring of the Facebook and Twitter

pages of the selected media outlets will be conducted for a three-month period,
starting one month before the selected event (22 July 2016) and ending one month

after the selected event (22 September 2016). This method will be complemented by

a qualitative content analysis of comments published on the websites of the selected
media outlets from the period of one week before the selected event and one week
after the selected event.

Second, to test the second hypothesis (estimate whether online hate speech has
been on the rise with higher intensity in 2017 vs. 2016), monitoring periods in
two consecutive years will be compared: data are going to be gathered for the

periods of 22 July – 22 September 2016 and 28 May to 03 June 2015. For this period,
the three media oulets wil be subject to an automated data search.

Third, the research aims to analyze differences between media environment

tolerance to online hate speech and probe for behavioral differences between
the social media platforms – Facebook and Twitter, as well as readers' comments,
when possible. All data available (from both periods in 2016 and 2017) are going to

be used to analyze these differences online hate speech occurrence between the two
platforms.
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2.2.1. Scope of the Analysis
The following table shows the numbers of units (posts and comments) harvested and

analyzed from the social media channels according to the media outlet and type of
social platform (Facebook/Twitter).

Table 1: Numbers of units analyzed according to the media outlet and type of social platform
(Facebook/Twitter). NOTE: The second row indicates the number of tweets in correspondence
to the Twitter column and posts/comments in relation to the Facebook column. In this second
case the first number is relative to posts and the second value is referred to comments.

The following table then shows the total number of tweets (for Twitter Analysis) and

the total number of posts and comments (for Facebook Analysis) that derive from
data extraction through web scraping and harvesting techniques, for each (national)
media. The table shows the total number of tweets or posts/comments, from which

has been obtained the textual data for Textual Analysis (Text mining). That means:

for the year 2016 on Lidové noviny's Facebook profile there are 392 posts and 81
comments. From 392 posts and 81 comments has been extracted textual data and has
been obtained statistical results.
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Lidové noviny

28 May –
3 June 2016
22 July –
22 September
2017

Facebook Twitter
(posts +
comments)
/
392 post +
40
81
tweets
comments
14 posts +
189
comments

7

tweets

Hospodářské noviny

Blesk
Facebook
(posts +
comments)

1378 posts +
28805
comments
100 posts +
2382
comments

Twitter
826

tweets
170

tweets

Facebook
(posts +
comments)
1298 posts
+ 36264
comments

161 posts +
2385
comments

Twitter
825

tweets
150

tweets

Table 2: Number of units cointaining the selected keywords and thus used for sunsequent
analysis

2.2.2. Choice of Media Outlets
Three online media outlets with active Twitter and Facebook accounts had to be
selected for the purpose of the automated social media data search and analysis

based on how they approach the problem of immigrants and refugees: against,

neutral and pro; or on their popular appeal (measured by number of followers). In

case of the Czech Republic, the sample of three was selected based on the outlet's
approach to the issue of migrants and refugees. Whether a specific outlet tends to be

neutral, pro, or against the issue was determined based on an analysis of the
headlines of main Czech daily outlets conducted by Jiří Linhart in the fall of 2015

between 1 September and 30 October 2015, using the following key words: “refugee”,
“immigrant”, “migrant” and their Czech varieties - “běženec”, “utečenec”,

“přistěhovalec”. 5 The analysis indicates the tendencies of seven dailies when it comes

to depicting matters related to the migration (so-called crisis) phenomenon - and as

such served as a basis for creating a balanced sample of three media outlets.
5 „Jak psaly české deníky o uprchlické krizi".
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The analysis classifies the dailies' headlines according to whether they give a neutral,

positive, or negative impression about migration: headlines are classified as
“positive” if they refer to the benefits of immigration, contain an appeal to help or

evaluate such behavior positively, invoke compassion, defend the EU relocation
system of “quotas” or criticize negative views of migration; headlines are classified as

“negative” if they express criticism of the system of “quotas”, call in question the
refugees' benefit, legitimacy/legality of their stay and fairness of their conduct,

include claims regarding the dangers/damages they bring about or evoke negative

emotions: fear, helplessness, opression of the in-group, etc. 6 For the purpose of this

analysis, it is assumed that the overall tendency (as indicated by the tone of
headlines) that the various outlets display over the specified period serves as a

sufficient basis for selecting a balanced sample of three media outlets. Since most
headlines are classified as “neutral” in case of all media outlets, the sample contains:
•

one outlet in which the percentage of headlines categorized as “positive” was

larger than the percentage of headlines categorized as “negative” - Lidové

noviny with its positive/negative ratio: 15 % versus 13 %; a total of 313
•

headlines was analyzed;

one outlet in which the percentage of headlines categorized as “negative” was
larger than the percentage of headlines categorized as “positive” - Blesk with
its positive/negative ratio: 7 % versus 45 %; a total of 130 headlines was

•

analyzed;

one outlet whose positive/negative ratio is the most balanced of all analyzed

(12 % versus 13 %) and whose ratio of headlines categorized as “neutral” is at

the same time the largest (75 %) - Hospodářské noviny; a total of 225
headlines was analyzed.

Due to the lack of publicly available data regarding the selected media's reach on

social media, the degree of their presence on social media is indicated by the
numbers of their followers on Twitter and fans on Facebook (as of September 2017):
6 Ibid.
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•

Lidové noviny – 3,151 followers on Twitter; 4,767 fans on Facebook
◦ Twitter account: https://twitter.com/lidovenoviny?lang=cs

◦ Facebook account: https://www.facebook.com/Lidové-noviny•

231702800367893/

Blesk – 1,267 followers on Twitter; 107,030 fans on Facebook
◦ Twitter account: https://twitter.com/blesk_cz

•

◦ Facebook account: https://www.facebook.com/Blesk.cz
Hospodářské noviny – 182,000 followers on Twitter

◦ Twitter account: https://twitter.com/hospodarky
2.2.3. Choice of Key Words

For the purposes of the automated social media data search and analysis the project
team in the Czech Republic selected the following ten words linked to online hate
speech:

1. Refugee/refugees

2. Migrant/migrants
3. Islam

4. Islamists

5. Terrorism

6. Prague café/Prague coffee club (pejorative term used to describe Czech/

Prague intellectuals who are in the public discourse associated with
human rights and more broadly the legacy of Václav Havel, the former

Czech President) admirers of Vaclav Havel and human rights defenders,
often use to ridicule them
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7. “Sluníčkáři” (pejorative term literally referring to the “sun”, whose
meaning runs along the lines of “shiny happy people” – used to refer to
migration liberals and ridicule their naïveté)

8. “Pravdoláskaři” (the “love-and-truthniks” from the Czech words - a

pejorative term for Václav Havel admirers often used to ridicule

intellectuals and migrant liberals; the term refers to a statement made by
former President Vaclav Havels: “Truth and love must prevail over lies and
hatred.”)

9. “Vlastizrádci” (traitors to their homeland)

10. Multiculturalism (in Czech “mulitkulturalismus” or its shorter version
“multikulti” that is used pejoratively to refer more generally to the NGOs
agenda)

These ten key words that will be used in the automated social media data search have
been idenitified based on consultations with experts on (online) migration-related
discourse, literature review and secondary data review, including, among others:
•

•

•

•

•

Why Do Refugees Stir Up Our Emotions? Migration Narratives in Czech Society
and a Glance Beyond Them (Glopolis, 2016)

Hate Speech in the Online Environment and Social Networks (People in Need,
2015)

Hate Speech Online: Internet Discussions in the Czech Republic (Multicultural
Centre Prague, 2015)

An Analysis of Media Coverage of the Refugee Crisis (Masaryk University,
2015)

Media Campaign Against Racism Based on Hate (HateFree Culture, Office of
the Government, 2016)
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•

Fairies, Pansies and Dykes on the Czech Web (HateFree Culture, Office of the

•

Government, 2016)

•

Culture, Office of the Government, 2016

Hordes of Scum, Niggers and Primitives are Coming to Overtake us) HateFree
Homos, Hodgies and Darkie Czechs Online (Coordinated by: HateFree Culture,
Office of the Government, 2016)

The key words were selected to include terms that:
•

refer to migrants/refugees themselves (migrant(s)”, “refugee(s)” - in this
regard, it is noteworthy that in the Czech context these terms are used

interchangeably, with the word “refugee” not necessarily evoking the legal
•

protection that the term entails in the legal context);

words that refer to the main perceived characteristics of migrants/refugees
(“Islam”, “Islamist(s)”, “terrorism” – migrants/refugees in the Czech discourse

are mainly associated with Islam and the cultural practices and above all

threats that people associate with it; this is closely intertwined with

“Islamism” and “terrorism” - the character of the Muslim tends to be equated
•

with a “terrorist” and an “Islamist”);

terms that are associated with the perceived “internal enemy” (Prague Café,
“sluníčkáři”, “pravdoláskaři” - various names for groups associated with

liberal views regarding migration - “welcomers” who are stereotypically
depicted those who would unconditionally accept any number of

refugees/migrants; it is important to note that this image of groups that serve
the function of internal enemies builds on the generally dominant perception

of “migration as a threat [to the country]” that also enables the construction of
the last meaning: “traitors to their own country”); and finally
•

“multiculturalism” (a broader term linking this newly constructed threat of
migrantion to already existing narrative of the “failure of multiculturalism”
that is percieved as West/NGO-driven and -dominated agenda.
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2.2.4. Choice of Event to Test Hypothesis 1
Since the automated search and analysis aims concerns the correlation between
online hate speech and a planned political event involving refugees or migrants or

immediately after a a non-planned event involving refugees and migrants, this event
needed to be specified prior to the data collection through automated search. In the

case of the Czech Republic, the project team selected an event from August 2016 (on

the day of the 1968 Warsaw Pact invasion of Prague anniversary) when a Czech antiMuslim and anti-refugee group called “We don't want Islam in the Czech Republic”
staged a fake ISIS terrorist attack at the Old Town's square, a popular tourist

destination. The group, including the head of the event, the populist rightist Martin
Konvička, drove to the scene on trucks dressed as jihadists, while waving the ISIS flag

and fake submachine-style BB guns. Having involved the firing of fake weapons and
shouts of “Allahu Akbar”, the demonstration caused panic before the police managed
to abort the “performance”. 7

3. Research findings
First, the analysis aims to verify the following research hypotheses:

1. OHS reaches its peaks immediately before a planned political event
involving refugees and migrants, or immediately after a non-planned

event involving refugees and migrants (the second option was chosen
in the case of the Czech Republic).

2. OHS has been on the rise with higher intensity in 2017 vs. 2016,
despite more policy measures to counter it.

Second, the analysis is conducted to bring more insight into:

3. comparison between Facebook and Twitter in respect to OHS in
participating countries.

7 „Fake ISIS attack in Prague by anti-immigrant protesters sparks panic | The Independent".
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3.1. Overview of the National Context
The following section is meant to provide context for the analysis and the
interpretation of its results. It describes on the overall public migration discourse in

the Czech Republic and its main features, with a more detailed analysis of the state of
specifically online hate speech in the Czech Republic being the subject of the
complementary national report “Mapping Out the National Context of Online Hate
Speech in Czech Republic”.

The topic of migration had long not been on the public agenda in the Czech Republic,

even throughout the beginning of the migration situation until 2015. It was in the

summer of 2015 that migration became the number one topic of discussion. The

situation quickly escalated and divided the public opinion. As numerous public
opinion polls conducted by the Center for Public Opinion Research (CVVM), Median

and STEM and others have testified since then, most Czechs perceive migration in
rather negative terms. According to data from CVVM, 60 % of respondents say that

the Czech Republic should not accept refugees from war-torn regions and one third
supports their acceptance until they're able to return home. Only 3 % think that the

Czech Republic should accept refugees and let them stay. When it comes to

developments over time, it can be concluded that since September 2015, the number
of people who would not accept refugees was rising until January 2016; between

February and May 2016 there was a small increase in the numbers of those open to
accepting war refugees from, with numbers of those who refused stabilized. Negative
attitude was in this regard the strongest in January and December 2016. An

interesting observation is that the gap between the two groups rose: in September
2015, the difference was only 6 percentage points, whereas in April 2017 it was 27
percentage points. Still, public opinion has since the end of 2015 been very stable. 8

However, a report by Glopolis suggests that in reality, opinions are not as polarized

as it may seem from the results of the above-mentioned public opinion polls. 9 Based
on data by Median, it can be estimated that about half the population is not strictly

8 Červenka a Pilecká, „Tisková zpráva: Postoj české veřejnosti k přijímání uprchlíků - duben 2017".
9 „Proč uprchlíci jitří naše emoce? Narativy související s migrací a uprchlictvím v české společnosti a nahlédnutí
za ně".
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pro- or anti-refugee. When proposed certain conditions, the rate of acceptance
increased to from 23 % (no condition) to 44-64 %. In-depth interviews revealed that

people “generally do not perceive migration in simplistic, black and white terms

[and] […] are generally aware of the wider context of the migration debate and
important related issues - and […] suspicious of simple solutions. 10 The myth of

polarization is further challenged by the most recent qualitative research conducted

in the Czech context by Anthropictures which concludes that “the media and public
perception of divided society of “sluníčkáři” versus “xenophobes” does not hold in the
face of everyday reality of Czechs.” 11

However, it is clear that the migration discourse has shifted significantly and,
underscored by fear and low level of understanding the complexities of the

phenomenon, is unlikely to change soon. The dominant image of the refugee/migrant

(the difference is generally not recognized in the public discourse) is generally that of
the Muslim, which then takes several shapes. The main narratives (which often

mutually reinforce one another) identified in Glopolis report related to migration are
the following: 1) Hidden Terrorists, 2) Threat to Our Civilization, 3) “Unadaptable”

Barbarians, 4) Calculating and Unthankful, which are underlined by narratives about

5) Incompetent Institutions and Alienated Elites and 6) Limited Means – and Options
(for the hypothesized relations between the individual narratives and deeper drivers
see the executive summary). 12

What is noteworhy is the generally accepted image of the migrant as primarily that of
a security threat, which testifies a high degree of securitization of the migration

agenda, in which both the media and politicians (especially populist politicians)
played a significant role. As a result, the current situation is perceived as escalated,

unmanaged – but also unmanageable. 13 What is also apparent is the overall shift in

political discourse and the fact that most political parties uphold the anti-refugee
10 „Why Do Refugees Stir Up Our Emotions? Migration Narratives in the Czech Society and a Glance Beyond
Them".
11 „Kontexty a kořeny percepce migrace".
12 „Why Do Refugees Stir Up Our Emotions? Migration Narratives in the Czech Society and a Glance Beyond
Them".
13 „Proč uprchlíci jitří naše emoce? Narativy související s migrací a uprchlictvím v české společnosti a nahlédnutí
za ně".
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rhetoric and promise to keep refugees out of the Czech Republic (unlike the Slovak
political representation that has moderated its position). 14

The qualitative research conducted by Anthropictures focused on information

sources and how the Czech public perceived them. It confirmed that media play an
important agenda-setting role. 15 This is confirmed also by Daniel Prokop from

Median who analyzed the the salience of the migration issue: “The more people were
exposed to the issue of migration in the coverage of TV Prima, the more important

they considered it – the relationship is absolutely clear. If you increase the importnce
of a matter without offering clear solution, panic ensues.” 16

However, if there is a shared social space where polarization flourishes, it is on social
media and in the discussion fora in online media outlets, where the technical solution
plays an important role in how hate/dangerous speech is spread (whether it is

contained or encouraged). A significant role in aggregating and spreading

hate/dangerous speech (including hoaxes) plays the news portal parlamentnilisty.cz,

along with idnes.cz and to some extent novinky.cz. High popularity of commentaries
on blog.idnes.cz then likely discourages from effectively enforcing the blogger's
codex. 1718 However, some new, innovative developments could in the future reduce

the amount of hate/dangerous speech. Besides the more traditional attempts to hold

the forum with readers' comments to a certain standard by deleting comments that
violate a certain codex, the Seznam Zprávy (Seznam News) online media outlet

recently introduced an innovative feature: readers newly cannot comment to
published articles in writing, but have to record their comments on a maximum 60second long video. Though this may make analysis more complicated for researchers

(for content analysis, for example), it may be expected that the volume of
hate/dangerous speech could decrease as a result of this measure due to the fact that
the comment now needs to be associated with readers' face. 19

14 Lauder, „Češi jdou do voleb: Jací jsme, o čem sníme a komu věříme".
15 „Kontexty a kořeny percepce migrace".
16 Lauder, „Češi jdou do voleb: Jací jsme, o čem sníme a komu věříme".
17 Zavoral, „Analýza: Valí se na nás hordy verbeže, negrů a primitivů".
18 Hrdina, Daňková, a Kopecká, „Projevy nenávisti v online prostoru a na sociálních sítích".
19 ČTK, „Seznam.cz přidá ke zprávám video komentáře uživatelů".
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Some analyses of online hate speech have been conducted for the Czech context –

these include above all analyses by People in Need, Multicultural Centre Prague and

HateFree Culture (conducted by Yeseter Now) above all. They all provide an
important and useful insight into the state of online hate speech in the Czech

Republic at a certain point in time (during and up to the year 2015), though it should

be stressed that the year 2015 could arguably be characterized by the most intense
public debate, as a year when the migration topic appeared very abruptly on the
Czech public agenda. In the two years since then, the situation may have changed and

new insights in this regard (that could also serve as a basis for comparison) are
therefore most welcome.

The HateFree Culture analysis conducted by Yeseter Now explores on the issue of
refugees flowing to Europe from African and other countries where Islamic State
radicals present a direct threat. With the rise of hatred against one particular group,

other groups with a similar potential for hatred by the public (such as Roma, Jews,

and gays) will be dragged along with them. 20 The report highlights the importance of
the media as an agenda-setter: “It is a vicious circle – the more [the media] writes
about it, the greater the hysteria among people, the more clicks and readership goes

up.” 21 It demonstrates the clear relationship between refugee/migration-related

events reported in the media and refugee/migration-related online buzz, which is a

finding especially relevant to the research design of this report. 22 Finally, the analysis

reveals the most commonly used slurs describing “the refugee”; the most frequent
ones include: scum (in Czech “verbež”), a horde (“horda”), a negro (“negr”), a monkey
(“opice”), a barbarian (“barbar”), riffraff (“svoloč”, “chátra”), and a primitive
(“primitiv”). 23

The report by the Multicultural Centre Prague confirms that “[t]he topics of articles
that cause negative and hateful reactions are dependent on current political events in
society and are quite variable. According to the respondents’ statements, in 2014, the
20 Zavoral, „Analýza: Valí se na nás hordy verbeže, negrů a primitivů".
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
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posters were mostly targeting the Roma and the Russian-Ukrainian conflict in their
hateful comments. On the contrary, in January, after the attacks on the Parisian
magazine Charlie Hebdo, the most discussed topic with the most “hate” was Muslims

and Islamic terrorism.” 24 The report also raises the issue of attacks aimed as specific
members of the editorial staff and other respondents, often when they express
opinions supportive of minorities or refugees. 25

An analysis of online hate speech conducted by People in Need in 2015 suggests the

demographic profile of a typical producer of hateful/dangerous comments on

Facebook: more than two thirds are men; mostly from the 35-50 age group, many of
whom have high school or university education of technical/economic type. The

same analysis estimated the ratio of hateful narratives in Facebook comments in the
“Islam” category: 54.4 % was about Islam, Muslims and Arabs, 16.7 % about refugees

and foreigners, 10.8 % about the fear for the Czech Republic and fear of the future,
8.3 % was about the defenders of refugees and NGOs and 9.7 % about other
matters. 26

3.2. Online Hate Speech Over Time: Peaking After a Non-Planned,
Migration-Related Event?
First, gathered data were analyzed to establish whether online hate speech reaches
its peak immediately after a non-planned, migration-related event (in the case of the

Czech Republic, the staged ISIS terrorist attack in Prague) that took place on 21

August 2016. Due to significant data limitations (for more information, see below), it
is not possible to answer this question based the analysis conducted as part of this
project.

24 Svobodová, „Hate Speech Online: Internet Discussions in the Czech Republic".
25 Ibid.
26 Hrdina, Daňková, a Kopecká, „Projevy nenávisti v online prostoru a na sociálních sítích".
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When it comes to data gathered on the Facebook account of the three media outlets,

data for Hospodářské noviny was not considered in the analysis (due to the fact
that accidentally, in the automated data search, data from the Facebook profile of the

Slovak Hospodarske noviny were gathered). A complementary qualitative analysis of
comments to relevant articles on ihned.cz (the news website of Hospodářské noviny)

from the perspective of online hate speech could not be conducted due to the fact
that this website does no longer feature a discussion section under its articles.

On the Facebook account of Lidové noviny, only two units (posts and/or comments)

contained the selected keywords over the two-month period, which does not provide

a sample large enough for analysis regarding online hate speech. However, it is
noteworthy that on the day of the staged terrorist attack, the number of units posted
(posts and/or comments) was by far the largest than any other day during the two-

month period. Although these did not contain the identified keywords, it may be

concluded that this event provoked a strong response on Facebook (please see Figure
1). A wordcloud generated from all units over the specified period contains only two

words that may be linked to the “refugee crisis”: “[they] ran” and, with significantly
lesser occurrence, “Merkelová [Merkel]”. In contrast, bigram and trigram analyses

(which provides a contiguous sequence of two/three words occurring Facebook
posts and comments) do not reveal any reference to matters related to the migration
crisis and/or online speech.

Figure 1: Overview of all posts and comments on the Lidové noviny Facebook page over the
cncerned time period
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Data gathered from the Facebook account of Blesk demonstrate that posts and
comments containing the selected keywords were relatively numerous on the date of
the selected event – their occurrence was the third largest during the examined

period (although in absolute terms amounted to a total of 7 comments out of 138 –

please see Figure 2). The two media events that on the Facebook page of Blesk
provoked a more robust response (that contained the selected keywords) was a)

news regarding criminal prosecution of individuals who publicly approve of an act of
terrorism (11 units; see screenshot in Figure 2) 27 and b) news from two days before

regarding a photomontage of a fake advertisement published on the Block Against

Islamization Facebook account stating: “Collect [hunt] Muslims, not Pokemons” (9
units on 26 July 2017; see screenshot in Figure 2). 28

Selected Event

Figure 2: Overview of posts and comments containing the selected keywords on the Blesk
Facebook page over the concerned time period
27 „Za chválení teroristů 12 let vězení: Češi mají pykat za slova na Facebooku | Blesk.cz".
28 „Nelovte Pokémony, ale muslimy.“ Kooperativa podává trestní oznámení".
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Data from Twitter is available for Lidové noviny yet are inconclusive due to the fact

that even though a total of 40 tweets were posted over the two-month period, none
was published on the date of the selected event and only one posted a few days later.
Wordcloud generated from all comments and posts on Twitter during the specified

period reveals only a few significant words relevant to the “refugee crisis”: “Kolín”
and “Rýnem” [Cologne; a symbol of the perceived predatory nature of refugees due to

sex attacks on New Year's Eve of 2015 in Cologne] (also appearing in the bigram
analysis), “Samková [a Czech public figure opposing migration/Islam] and possibly
the words “suicidal”, “ageing” and “threatening”.

A complemeting qualitative analysis of readers' comments under migrationrelevant news articles on the lidovky.cz website (a website of the Lidové noviny

media outlet) from the two weeks surrounding the selected media event reveals
some indications of what could be considered hate speech; to illustrate by some
examples:
•

“For these purposes [the deportation of failed asylum-seekers] the Antonov

aircraft would be useful. Not only can it accommodate large cargo, it also likes
to land headfirst [by crashing].”

•

“This is only a theater [the deportation of failed asylum-seekers]. Refugees
simply have more rights than original inhabitants. It will require a complete
change. Someone who will be more resolute...”
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Although comments of such nature cannot be quantified and easily compared with
other websites using this method, the comments section of lidovky.cz gives the

impression that hate spech is not as widespread as is the case in the comments
section on the blesk.cz website. Insults aimed at both individuals and groups appear

to be less commonplace and language less escalated. This is likely related to the

technical solution of the discussion, which requires a registration through SMS and
through the Czech post office and displays the real names of those discussing. The

editors reserve the right to remove comments that violate the stipulated rules, which
appears to be enforced to a larger degree than at the Blesk.cz server, for example.

The technical solution also features the “report” option that other readers may use to
report a comment that violates the rules of discussion. 29

Returning to the automated data search method, due to the lack of data available,
wordcloud from the documents containing the selected keywords – which could

suggest the degree of hate speech present in the posts and comments (rather than

provide the overall picture of the public discourse at a given time as is the case in

other instances when all data, rather than data that merely contain the selected

keywords, were used for the analysis) – can be created only taking advantage of data
from the Facebook account of Blesk (please see Figure 3). Most of the words in the

wordcloud in fact do refer to matters related to the general migration agenda:
“refugees” and “migrants”, “Africa” and “tried” are the most visible. These are

followed by words that most likely refer to the staged ISIS terrorist attack in Prague
(“Islamic” and “state”, “ISIS”, “the Konvička group”, “army”, “occupation”, “August”,

“simulated” and possibly “tried”). The second cluster can be identified in light of
another important event that took place less than a month before the staged ISIS
terrorist attack in Prague: at the end of July 2017, the police arrested the first Czech

citizen to have planned to join ISIS. 30 Words such as “first”, “Czech [person]”, “join”,
possibly “tried” as well as the aforementioned “ISIS” can likely be traced to this event.

29 „Pravidla diskuze na serveru Lidovky.cz | Redakce".
30 Kundra, „Český bojovník za Islámský stát?"
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Figure 3: Wordcloud of the most-occurring words from those posts and comment that contain
the selected keywords on the Blesk Facebook page over the concerned time period

Similarly, bigram and trigram analysis suggests a similar pattern: first, a general
message of “migrants trying to get from Africa”, second, “the first Czech wanting to

join the ISIS” and third, “the Konvička group simulating army occupation instead of
commemoration [of the 1968 invasion]”. Interestingly, the results available from
these specific analytical tools do not suggest any sign of hate speech, despite the fact
that this analysis was based on the data of Blesk – the one tabloid included among the

three selected media outlets. However, given the limited availability of relevant data
for analysis – especially data specifically on hate speech occurrence throughout the
three concerned months – the hypothesis that hate speech was more prevalent
after the staged terrorist attack can be neither confirmed, nor disproved.

A more detailed, qualitative content analysis of the top three Facebook posts and
comments below them (beyond the automated data search analysis) suggests that

although profanities, unscrupulous language and offences are commonplace, hate

speech is necessarily not (based on the subjective interpretation of the analyst). Only
two comments that could arguably be considered online hate speech were identified,
with only one relating to the selected event – the staged terrorist attack on 21 August
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2016 (the second one). In this context, it should be noted that such comments may be
subject to intervention by editors:
•

“Death to all Islamists, hope they stay in shit where they are, no one wants
them here and “sluníčkáře [shiny happy
people]” neither... fuckers and ass … To
the gas [chamber].. Adolf... Help.”

•

“[...] And the German filth, what do they do? Hitler must be turning in his
grave. We [who are] fifty and more, it is not about us, but how about our
children and grand-children, when we allow this branch of humankind –

beastly, stinky, mohamenadian and
generally darker race – to be parasiting
on us. We don't have enough of that
gypsy, fucked up race that we subsidize

and sustain. US, the older ones, we

remember one motton from Vinnetou
and Old Shattarhand.”

Similarly, a more qualitative content analysis of the reader comments under the news

articles on the Blesk.cz website from the two weeks surrounding the selected media

event reveals widespread profanities and insults. However, these appear to be
directed mainly at individuals, often at other people contributing their comments,

mainly because of their content (this observation resonates with the conclusion of
the

2015

report

by

Multicultural

Centre

Prague).

When

directed

at

refugees/migrants, comments mostly portray them as a threat of many sorts. Many
comments are also off topic and/or general in nature. To illustrate by several
examples
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•

“Ideal opportunity to kill many whores at the same time. Let's kill the fucking

sow [Angela Merkel] and Sobotka [Czech Prime Minister at the time]. There
won't be a better opportunity. IS [people], help us.”

•

“ I hope the C O W [Angela Merkel] kicks the bucket already.”

•

“These [Muslims] are the only animals who when praying stick up their asses
to the skies five times a day, gross! Even very smart, educated people are

convinced that their thinking stopped evolving in the Medieval times. Every
nation stands out genetically in some way; them by raping and killing,
disgusting scum.”

•

“[...] You take home as many snails [Muslims] you can feed.”
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It should be noted that “[t]he website operator can delete a post without giving

reasons and block a user who violates the rules 31 repeatedly. Like in the case of many

other Internet newspapers, significant restrictions in posting occurred after the

outbreak of the refugee crisis at the beginning of this summer (2015).” 32 These
strategies included the decision not to “[open] discussions under highly controversial

issues, such as the Roma, refugees, Muslims, the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, etc.”33

However, the discussions reveal that the enforcement of such rules, especially the
blocking of people who violate the rules of discussion, is rather limited.

The external validity of data gathered from the automated data search results (data
from only one of the media outputs, Blesk, on only one of the social media platforms,
Facebook was gathered) is limited. As such, it raises important questions regarding

the used methodology, specifically, the appropriateness of assessing online hate
speech through approximation key words and analysis using wordclouds, n-grams

and cluster dendogram. Such approach necessarily presupposes a rather large
prevalence of hate speech in the analyzed data. In case online hate speech is not

widespread (or even prevalent), it is below the radar of the used methods. If
there were sufficient online hate speech to manifest itself in the used analytical tools,
the use of a carefully chosen (context-sensitive) control sample would allow for the

comparison of data between a time period that involves an event related to
migrants/refugees and one that does not – and as such allow for more conclusive
evidence either supporting the proposed hypothesis or disproving it.

A qualitative content analysis of discussions below online news from the time period
of two weeks surrounding the selected media event reveals that hate speech is
present in comments sections of the the websites blesk.cz and lidovky.cz (though at

the latter one to a lesser degree), despite measures aimed at limiting it. Although this

qualitative method is useful in demonstrating that online hate speech is present
when no such conclusions may be drawn based on the automated data search

31 “Every time one joins a discussion, one must agree to comply with the discussion rules. These rules oblige
users to behave decently, not to use vulgar or obscene words and insulting statements, not to be aggressive, not to
humiliate, not to promote racial, ethnic, religious or other intolerance or discrimination, and to stick to the topic
of the discussion.” Svobodová, „Hate Speech Online: Internet Discussions in the Czech Republic".
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
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analysis, this method does not enable its quantification and as a result is not helpful
in making conclusions regarding the first hypothesis.

To conclude, data from the media output of Hospodářské noviny was not used for

analysis due to reasons outlined above. Data from Lidové noviny was analyzed, but

the sample containing the selected keywords was not large enough to assess the
presence of online hate speech. When all data dathered for Lidové noviny (not merely

those containing the selected keywords) was analyzed, it may be concluded that the
selected refugee-related event did shaped the public discourse over that period, but
online hate speech was not as prevalent as to be traceable in the overall public

discourse. Due to the lack of relevant data on the Blesk Twitter account, only data
from the Blesk Facebook account could be analyzed for the presence of online

hate speech as originally intended (enough units that contained the selected
keywords were gathered, which enabled analysis). However, even though most of the

words in the wordcloud in fact do refer to matters related to the general, as well as

period-specific migration agenda, the results available from these specific analytical
tools do not suggest any sign of online hate speech, despite the fact that this analysis

was based on the data of Blesk, the one tabloid included among the three selected
media outlets. As a result, the the hypothesis that hate speech was more
prevalent after the staged terrorist attack can be neither confirmed, nor

disproved, based on the data available. However, qualitative content analysis of
comments under relevant articles on the media outlets web sites suggests that hate
speech is present there, despite the fact that the automated data search method did
not reveal it.

3.3. Online Hate Speech Over Time: Worse in 2017 than in 2016?
The second hypothesis holds that online hate speech has been on the rise with higher

intensity in 2017 compared to 2016, based on data gathered in 2017 (28 May to 2

June) and 2016 (July 22 to September 22). Whether narrowed down by applying the

keyword criterion or analyzed generally (for more details please see information
describing the assessment of hypothesis 1), data gathered does not display any trace
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online hate speech (although it generally tends to reflect the changing context of the
migration discourse). As a result, any conclusion on this matter could not be made
regarding the year-to-year comparison based on the data available through the
automated data search.

Similarly, qualitative content analysis does not allow for quantification that would be
characterized by a reasonable degree of validity and its results would not allow for a

year-to-year comparison. Moreover, such quantification would be complicated by

two circumstances of methodological relevance. First, the 2016 data were gathered
during a period that contained a significant migration-related event and as such

cannot be considered a random sample. Second, data gathered for the 2017 period
were gathered for a period that in the context of the Czech Republic coincided with

another significant migration-related event important from the perspective of data
interpretation. On the 27th of May 2017, the Czech President Miloš Zeman gave - in

this regard highly relevant - speech on the occasion of commemorating the post-war
founding of Lidice, a village that was destroyed in the Lidice massacre of 1942 on

orders from the German Nazi leadership in reprisal for the assassination of Reich

Protector Reinhard Heydrich. In this speech, Zeman critized the cowardice that lies in

our opening towards Islamic radicals and our tolerance towards them in the name of
multiculturalism, despite the fact that their culture is incompatible with European

culture. 34 Clearly, this speech picks up the threads of the dominant migration-related
narratives and as such significantly influenced the public discourse during this period

for which sample data was gathered for the purpose of year-to-year comparison. This

is apparent also from the wordcloud generated from the 268 Tweets published
during this period: the most significant words include: first, a cluster related to the

speech: “Zemanův [Zeman's]”, “projev [speech]”, “Lidicích [in Lidice]”, “zbabělci
[cowards]”, “Islam” and “multikulti [derogative term referring to multiculturalism]” -

the existence of this cluster is confirmed also by the network analysis. Another
cluster referrs to the then ongoing Battle of Mosul: “Islamists”, “the UN”, “warning”,
“fleeing, “peaking” and “Mosul”. Finally, additional significant words include
34 „Zeman v Lidicích".
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“sluníčkáři” [shiny happy people]” and “Prague” and “café”, although these appear in
different networks/clusters (please see Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 4: Wordcloud of the most-occurring words from all tweets that include the selected
keywords over the period from 28 May 2017 to 3 June 2017.

Figure 5: Network analysis of Twitter content (containing both keywords and accounts) over
the period from 28 May 2017 to 3 June 2017
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3.4. Online Hate Speech on Social Media: More Prevalent on Facebook or
Twitter?
The analysis does not allow for any conclusions to be made regarding the question of
whether there is a difference in the occurrence of online hate speech between
Facebook and Twitter. First, regarding data gathered by the automated data search,

the analytical tools available do not provide sufficient data regarding online hate
speech which could be analyzed and interpreted - whether narrowed down by

applying the keyword criterion or analyzed generally (for more details please see

information describing the assessment of hypothesis 1). Due to the absence of any
signs of online hate speech in the gathered data set, no conclusion could be made
regarding the year-to-year comparison based on the data available.

A qualitative analysis could be used to assess the third hypothesis, such as by
comparing data regarding certain media events on Facebook versus on Twitter (the

staged terrorist attack or the other two events that came up in the analysis of Blesk

during the two-month period). However, none of these messages published on
Facebook has its parallel on Twitter making such comparison impossible due to lack
of comparable data.

4. Conclusions
The topic of migration had long not been on the public agenda in the Czech Republic,

even throughout the beginning of the migration situation until 2015. It was in the

summer of 2015 that migration became the number one topic of discussion. The
situation quickly escalated, divided the public opinion and coincided with significant

shifts in the migration discourse. Public opinion polls since then have testified that

most Czechs perceive migration in rather negative terms, although the degree to
which the issue in fact polarizes the Czech society is contested, with some

preliminary research suggesting that the media and public perception of a society
divided into two camps does not hold when confronted with the everyday reality of

Czechs. Underscored by high levels of fear (and other emotions) on one hand and a
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low level of understanding of the phenomenon's complexities on the other, it is
unlikely that the dominant migrant- and refugee-related narratives are going to

change soon. What is noteworhy is the generally accepted image of the
refugee/migrant as a Muslim and a threat to a variety of reference objects. This
testifies a high degree of securitization of the migration agenda, in which both the
media and political representatives play a significant role as agenda-setters.

When it comes to migration-related online hate speech (OHS), the nature of the
online environment, including the technical solutions for discussion fora, plays
a significant role in the degree of a debate's polarization and the amount of
hate speech that is present. Several analyses of online hate speech were conducted

for the Czech context in 2015, likely influenced by the sudden rise of the migration
issue, as well as migration-related online hate speech, which provided a useful
knowledge base that remains of high relevance for research conclusions regarding

more recent online hate speech. A 2015 report by the Multicultural Centre Prague

concluded that the events that are associated with the rise in online hate speech

are rather varied, with a terrorist attack an obvious culprit, which is of relevance to
the first hypothesis. It also raises the issue of attacks aimed as specific members of

the editorial staff and other respondents, often when they express opinions
supportive of minorities or refugees, which was confirmed by the analysis at hand.

In this context, the research conducted aimed to achieve a better understanding of
online hate in the current media environment, with a focus on social media.
Specifically, an analysis taking advantage of data collected by an automated data

search algorithm complemented by a more traditional qualitative content analysis

were to answer whether the following hypotheses hold: 1) OHS reaches its peak
immediately before, or immediately after a non-planned event involving refugees and
migrants; 2) OHS has been on the rise with higher intensity in 2017 vs. 2016 and 3)

the analysis was to bring more insight into the comparison between Facebook and
Twitter in respect to OHS. Due to the manner in which the methodology was set

up, the data available for analysis suffered from significant drawbacks
regarding possibilities to assess and compare levels of online hate speech over
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time and among platforms, mostly due to the fact that no analytical tool (be it
wordclouds, n-grams and a cluster dendogram) suggests the presence of online hate

speech in the selected data. Yet to conclude that online hate speech was not present
in the (social) media at the selected time periods would be premature. An important
methodological aspect of the automated data search commands a commentarty

crucial to the interpretation of findings. The employed methodological approach,
the way it was set up for the purpose of this analysis, necessarily presupposes a

rather large prevalence of hate speech in the analyzed data if it is to be visible.
In case online hate speech is not widespread (or even prevalent), it falls below the
radar of the used methods. The complementary qualitative content analysis provides

at least some answers where the first method for analysis falls short. Even though the
collected data display no sign of online hate speech, less automated and a more

detailed analysis uncovers that this does not necessarily mean that online hate

speech is entirely absent. Content analyses of commentaries of refugee/migrationrelated news articles shows that some online hate speech is present (for examples,
please see the analysis). Although the results of this qualitative analysis are not

quantifiable (and their numbers comparable over time and among plaforms),
they suggest that online hate speech is not expressed, but simply not present in
shape and form in which the first employed method (the way it was set up for the
purpose of this research) would be able to detect it.

Based on the qualitative content analysis, it may be concluded that online hate

speech is not completely absent from the comments sections of the the websites
blesk.cz and lidovky.cz (though at the latter one to a lesser degree). Although the
results of an analysis using this method cannot be quantified and easily compared

with other websites with a high degree of validity, the comments section of

lidovky.cz gives the impression that hate spech is not as widespread as is the
case in the comments section on the blesk.cz website (indeed, the dynamics of the

discussion appears to be starkly different, with comments on the lidovky.cz website

more focused on the topic of the news under which the discussion takes place).

Insults aimed at both individuals and groups appear to be less commonplace
and language less escalated. This is likely related to the technical solution of
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the discussion, which requires a registration through SMS and through the Czech
post office and displays the real names of those discussing. The editors reserve the

right to remove comments that violate the stipulated rules, which appears to be
enforced to a larger degree than at the Blesk.cz server, for example, where some

contributors regularly violate the rules of the discussion without consequences. The

technical solution also features the “report” option that other readers may use to
report a comment that violates the rules of discussion, which is an option not
available on the blesk.cz website.

Future research could shed more light into how the technical solutions and the
employed forms of discussions' moderation influence its dynamics, the degree
to which the exchange is escalated and tends to support expressions of
hate/dangerous speech based on comparison of the various media platforms. This

becomes highly relevant with the introduction of innovative approaches that

arguably have the potential to reduce the amount of hate/dangerous speech in such
discussion fora. One such example could be a solution that rather than relying on
holding the readers' comments to a certain standard by deleting comments that

violate a certain codex, takes advantage of a technological solution of a different sort

– and allows comments to be posted as videorecordings only, as is newly the case

with the comments section of the Seznam Zprávy (Seznam News) online media outlet

in the Czech Republic. Though this may make content analysis less accessible to
researchers (for content analysis, for example), it may be hypothesized that the
volume of hate/dangerous speech could decrease due to the fact that the comment
now needs to be associated with readers' face.
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